
                       Vineyard Aerial Inspections 

                         Atascadero Drone Service     

 Valuable Tool for Vineyard Operations 

    The most beneficial asset of UAS intelligence gathering is its timesaving potential. Flight Mapping 

Operations for 5-25 acres can be done in one afternoon. In less than 24 hours the mapping product is 

deliverable. With high-resolution data for your entire Vineyard that match the current conditions, you 

can Identify areas of concern and drop a marker to show the locations that need attention, and then 

share your map with any mobile device for efficient field management. I am not a farmer, so I would 

not assume to know vineyard operations, I do however completely understand time management, 

having the ability to go directly to an area of concern, with the parts, product, or tools needed for that 

repair seems like good time management. Having good intelligence can give you the opportunity to 

make repairs and adjustments that can prevent loss and maximize your growth potential. There can be 

no substitute for experienced professionals in the field, part of my job is to get them to problem areas 

quickly without spending unnecessary time in areas that do not need attention. 

 How Drone Mapping Works 

    A 2-Dimensional map is created by taking hundreds or more high-resolution pictures at a low altitude. 

Each picture is Geo-Refenced, taken while flying in an automated grid flight pattern with the camera at 

90⁰ down angle. The photos are downloaded to a user-friendly mapping program, creating an 

orthorectified (flat) GPS accurate google map. (see example next page) 

      



 

      View your crop at the scale you need, accurately measure an area, the void of that area or its 

volume. A plethora of GPS data is available in each map which allows you to measure or zoom down 

to the inch. 

 

 

 

      Current research shows that satellite imagery supplies around 2 meters of resolution, and a typical 

UAS (drone quadcopter) can get 2.5 cm of resolution. Aerial imagery captured by fixed wing aircraft 

during a flyover is not comparable to quality drone mapping when used for this purpose. An unmanned 

quadcopter can fly at an extremely low altitude averaging 10 overlapping 20-megapixel photos. This 

equates to significantly more detail. 

  



      

   

  Here is a link to an ADS map final product! 

    https://www.mapsmadeeasy.com/maps/public/c09acd5c771c4b91802c837bbe0a831e/ 

 

  My Name is Todd Bellman, I am an FAA Commercially licensed Remote Pilot for Unmanned Aerial 

Systems and have over 200 hours of flight time. In 2018 I started Atascadero Drone Service doing Real 

Estate and Inspection work. In late 2019 into 2020 I worked for SkySkopes, a Subcontractor for 

Southern California Edison. This was a six-month project Inspecting Transmission and Distribution 

structures in the energy industry. As soon as that project ended, I started developing what I believe can 

be an instrumental crop management service, Vineyard Aerial Inspections. Having worked in both 

public/corporate and private industry I am keenly in tune with the legal, risk assessment and safety 

issues surrounding UAS flights. 

     My passion for UAS operations began with filming off-road and motorcycle videos. That evolved into 

this exciting new career which continually has new potential. I believe this service can offer central 

coast vineyards and other agriculture a substantial benefit. I will be adding an NDVI (normalized 

difference vegetation index) equipped drone, and SUAS Infrared training in December 2020 to deliver 

more exact crop data.  

Thank you for taking the time to read about our services!  

Contact Todd for pricing! 

805-464-2950 Main  

805-464-1013 mobile 

 todd@atascaderodrone.com 



  

 

 

 


